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ACROSS
1. establishing something (e.g. gold or silver) as the legal tender of a country
8. text on an image or video describing what's displayed
9. moving quickly and lightly
10. used in gaming to tell another player that they were defeated
11. manufacturer of switches, routers
12. appraisal of the value of something
14. functional programming language
17. MS win HTTP Services
19. beware the trojan one
20. windows/dos alternative command to DEL
21. account ... caused by failed logon attempts
22. mid-sized computer that fits between microcomputers and mainframes

DOWN
1. also called a mobile browser
2. MILNET's child which was used to transmit sensitive, but unclassified data
3. Ivy Bridge belongs to that generation
4. game tactics cantered around keeping the opponent at a specific distance
5. slang term for an optical disc burner
6. Mediterranean evergreen tree
7. application used to reorganize the data of a hard drive
13. NetBIOS Enhanced User Interface
15. Apple hardware to share internet and files wirelessly
16. one of the first vendors of graphical workstations in the 1980s
18. deprecated API used by some web browsers
19. IBM's high availability cluster multiprocessing